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Decisions about what to eat are ultimately determined by basic features of how the brain
codes and contrasts different rewards. Here, I focus on one specific area of the brain, the
orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), which comprises the ventral surface of the frontal lobes. The OFC
receives well-processed sensory input from multiple sensory modalities, including the gustatory,
olfactory, somatosensory, and visual modalities.1,2 The OFC is typically described as secondary
olfactory and gustatory cortex, because of its importance for chemosensory processing.3 Cells in
the OFC respond to the taste, smell, touch, and sight of food, and some of these cells
demonstrate multimodal response characteristics in that they fire in response to both the sight
and taste (flavor) of specific food items.4,5
Food selection requires a computation of the expected relative reward value of available food
items. The OFC possesses cells that fire in a manner consistent with expectancies of reward,6-8
providing a potential substrate for decisions about foods that need not be present at the time of
the decision process. Critically, some of the coding of reward in the OFC is relativistic in nature.
For instance, cells in the OFC of nonhuman primates respond based not on an absolute value of a
food, but its value relative to other currently available food rewards.9 Moving to the human
level, neuroimaging studies indicate that the OFC becomes active when participants are asked to
select from different food options, with the difficulty of the choice influencing the degree of
activation.10,11
Several critical features of reward processing in the OFC may influence the food selection
process. First, the OFC’s responses to food are exquisitely sensitive to the individual’s current
hunger state and recent reward history. In particular, processes of satiety, either at a general
level or at a stimulus-specific level may lower the value of any given food reward.12-15 At the
general level, increasing satiety will lower the value ascribed to foods. Lacking an influence of
this general devaluation, humans with atrophy of the ventral frontal and ventral insular regions
due to frontotemporal dementia often overeat or binge eat despite an awareness of being full.16,17
At the stimulus-specific level, satiety will lower the value of specific foods relative to other
foods. Lacking the ability to register the devaluation of specific foods, animals with OFC lesions
continue to select foods that healthy animals would have given up due to selective satiation.18
Given the importance of sensory specific satiety to reward value and choice selection, it is
critical that potential options within a meal (or across meals) are sufficiently diverse, to avoid a
devaluation of the diet relative to other less healthy options that offer variety.
The OFC processing of reward and reward selection is probably not limited to food reward,
but extends to contrasts of relative rewards arising from different modalities. Indeed, there is
sufficient reason to speculate that the area processes more abstract rewards.8 Although this
domain has not been a major focus of research on the OFC, one can imagine how abstract
rewards like knowing that one is eating healthy would have to be contrasted with the expected
sensory hedonics of a food. Alternatively, such abstract information may not be accessed in the
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OFC, but may require a type of top-down override of the OFC’s coding of relative reward.
Although these competing models are unresolved, they may have significant implications for the
manner in which abstract rewards such as living longer can compete with sensory gratification.
A final feature of the OFC processing of rewards is its sensitivity to delays in rewards. The
value of a reward decreases as the temporal distance to that reward increases, a phenomena
called temporal discounting. Recent studies in rodents indicate that this process is represented in
the OFC,19 and may act to facilitate selection of currently available food options relative to
rewards that are more distant. To the extent that benefits in healthy food choice are believed to
be (or coded) as distant, they will compete poorly when contrasted with a less healthy, but
immediately gratifying reward. Thus, even a conceptually larger or more important reward (e.g.,
living longer, looking slimmer) may fail due to this discounting process. Utilization of large and
relatively immediate incentives may be necessary to overcome this decision making bias when
selecting between potential foods.
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